
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sat. 12 Aug. 2023 

Compiled Sat. 12 Aug. 2023 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 
Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

Twenty Two Multiple Personalities” 

 

Pending 

Global Economic Collapse 

Worldwide Communication Blackout 

Over 30 Corrupt Governments To Be Overthrown in Military Coups 

White Hat Military To Restore Order Within 30 Days. 

 

It’s only wise to have at least a 30 day supply of food, water, cash and essential items for 
yourself and to share with others. 

 

“Our society is run by insane people for insane objectives. We are being run by maniacs. Give 
peace a chance. We can have peace right now – The People have the power. Everyone thinks the 

government will fix things, but The People are the government – we  just have to make The 
People aware of it. All we have to do is awaken The People.”  

…John Lennon 

 

“Circle of Life” 

Circle of Life, from The Lion King | Alex Boyé & The Tabernacle Choir - YouTube 

“How Far” 
Hinge Point 

https://youtu.be/fOH-f1zlsqY 
 

Judy Note: What we think we know as of Fri. 11 Aug. 2023: 

• Right now International Martial Law was in place across the Globe and in seven states 
and 70 US cities that were considered hot spots. 



• With banks closing across the Globe, the New York Stock Market being artificially 
held up for years and the fiat US Dollar recently refused for international trade by China, 
Russia and other nations in the gold/asset-backed BRICS system, it’s not hard to realize 
that there was about to be a Global Collapse of the World’s Economic System. 

• To help control the upcoming ensuing chaos, the White Hats have planned a 
Communications Blackout for the over 30 major countries – which had well planned 
Military Coups to overthrow their corrupt governments and a promise from the White 
Hat Military that they would restore order within 30 days. 

• On Wed. 9 Aug. the United States Military deployed seven naval fleets, between 180 
to 350 Warships, Battleships, Aircraft Carriers, Cruiser Ships and Nuclear Subs across 
the world into 22 times zones for a “Military Exercise.” In these operations Marines were 
being deployed to several countries. 

• The 5G Towers installed throughout the US and Globe were actually high grade Direct 
Energy Weapon Spying Mechanisms used for Sonar Graphing – Mapping Cities, Homes, 
Buildings & Military Bases. Putin has already destroyed 5G Towers present throughout 
Russia, while the US Congress has yet to act. 

• Steven Sund, Capitol Police Chief on Jan 6, revealed shocking testimony to a 
Congressional Committee regarding the Jan. 6 riot, including exposing an incredible level 
of corruption in our military, several govt agencies, the Jan 6 committee and Ray Epps’ 
involvement. 

• Devin Nunes has revealed how the Obama regime corrupted the national security 
division of the Department of Justice and FBI. 

• WikiLeaks has released a set of CIA files – 8,000 pages in all – which mark the biggest 
exposure of CIA spying secrets ever, including a host of hacking secrets that could 
embarrass intelligence agencies. 

• Derek Johnson explains the government devolution we are living under: Derek 
Johnson Huge Intel: 'Special Operation'! - Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's 
News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• It has been discovered that hospitals nationwide have literally murdered patients 
simply to collect Covid subsidies at $48,000 per death. 

• The Cabal planned Martial Law where they would exterminate 8 million Americans - 
that is not going to happen with the White Hats now in charge. CIA “Threat List”: Names 
8 MILLION AMERICANS Who WILL BE DETAINED or EXECUTED When 
MARTIAL LAW Is Imposed (VIDEO) - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

• Fri. 11 Aug. State of Control Alert: Everyone Needs to Pay Attention to This! STATE 
OF CONTROL ALERT MESSAGE 2023-2024 - Everyone Needs to Pay Attention to 
This! STATE OF CONTROL ALERT MESSAGE 2023-2024 (amg-news.com) 

Judy Note: If you were reading this Update as posted on Operation Disclosure Official, be 
aware that some information has been redacted. For the complete un-redacted version, see the 
PDF copy at the end of this Update on Operation Disclosure Official.  



A. Projected Timeline 

•  Sat. 12 Aug. drop dead deadline for the RV as decided last Fri. by BRICS nations. 
•  QFS Dates, Dr Scott Young: Aug. 20ish Back Wall for Financial, Sept. 15, Back 

Wall for Political: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-UuQ4XHN5w 
•  Q DROP 101: How many days in the large Military worldwide Operation starting Wed. 

9 Aug.? 10 What day is the BRICS Summit announcement of a new Gold backed world? 
22 Aug. Which is what? Nesara Gesara public announcement. Looks about right. 

• On Aug. 22-24 BRICS' original five members - Brazil, Russia, India, China and South 
Africa - were due to convene in Johannesburg and formally announce the Global 
Currency Reset during their Summit meetings.  

• Aug. 2023: Exposure, arrests of major and local Satanic Child Sacrifice and Pedophile 
Groups. 

• Sat. 2 Sept from 12pm-11pm Save Our Children DC Event at the National Mall 
between 3rd&4th Street. …Citizen Reporter Nancy Drew 

• When Trump’s presidency ended, JFK Jr. would come in as President, while Trump 
would be elevated to Global Financial Ambassador to make the GESARA changes 
around the Globe according to Bruce. 

• Fall 2023 Massive protests and riots were forecasted to shake Canada’s core, ushering in 
a winter of discontent in the latter part of 2023 and early 2024. 

• 2026: U.S. (public) Tribunals slated for 2026 would coincide with Canadian Tribunals 
and World Tribunals that would connect everything from Deep State Human Trafficking, 
to World Plandemic Deep State Operations, to creation of the Virus. 

• Sometime soon the Supreme Court would announce their decision on the Brunson Case 
and another 2020 Voter Fraud case before the Court. That decision was likely to reverse 
the 2020 Election due to massive Election Fraud. Such would then dissolve the Biden 
Administration and all of Congress and likely be accompanied by activation of the 
Emergency Broadcast System where the Military would take over for a short period of 
time until new elections could be held. 
 

B. Global Currency Reset Judy Note:  

• On Tues. 1 Aug. the first wave of liquidity started.  
• On Thurs. 3 Aug. evening FedNow was activated as the EBS merged with the Global 

Financial System.  
• On Sun. 6 Aug. Banks synched up with the Central Bank of Iraq, Iraq shut down any 

news going out of the country.  
• By Mon. 7 Aug. the Iraqi Parliament had approved their budget with the new Iraqi 

Dinar Rate in it and published it in the Gazette the next day Tues. 8 Aug.  
• On Wed. 9 Aug. the new Iraqi Dinar Rate likely revalued at a 1:1 with the USD and then 

began trading up on the Forex.  
• On Thurs. 10 Aug. the direct payment system was activated to send funds 

internationally person to person.  



• The BRICS nations have set a Back Wall for the RV set for Sat. 12 Aug. 
• Tier 4b should be notified to receive appointments to exchange foreign currencies and 

redeem Zim bonds within 48 hours of Bond Holders. The Gold/asset-backed USN should 
be announced between Aug.18-21.  

• Russia will launch central bank digital currency tests with 13 banks next week. 

C. Help Save Our Constitution – It’s Hanging By A Thread: (VIDEO 1.08.46) Flight of the 
Brunson Brothers - A Nick Alvear Film (rumormillnews.com)  

•  SCOTUSLetter.pdf (brunsonbrothers.com) 
• Add Your Letter of support of the Brunson Cases to the Supreme Court: Brunson 

Brothers Music – Petition The Supreme Court… 

D. Fri. 4 Aug. Brunson Brothers Update: 

• Loy Brunson Petition: We were told that the U.S. Supreme Court is going to be 
scheduling a conference for October where the Supremes will meet and make a second 
consideration for a possible hearing on his case.  Your prayers and support are much 
appreciated! 

• Raland J. Brunson Petition: As of Thurs. 3 Aug. the court has received 10,350  letters 
from people all over this country telling them to allow this case to be heard!! Thank you 
so much for your love and support! If you haven’t had a chance to send your letter, let 
that judge hear your voice and click here: www.enoughisenough.me 

• It is now up to the Chief Judge Howard C. Nielson to decide if this case will move 
forward under his jurisdiction, or pass on it. 

E. Three ongoing battles for Freedom against our corrupt judicial system were being 
waged by Patriots on their own Dime:  

• Freedom to Exercise our Right to Free and Fair Elections: The Brunson Brothers 
were trying to make Congress adhere to concepts of our Constitution by suing Congress 
for not investigating allegations of voter fraud in the 2020 Election.  

• Freedom from Harassment From the Privately Owned US Inc.’s IRS: For over five 
years Barbie and Ken Cromar have been battling the Goliath IRS which took away their 
fully paid for home and all their possessions even after they had won their case in a 
federal tax court that ruled they owed no monies to the IRS.  

• Freedom of Parents to Have Control Over and Raise their Own Children: Ammon 
Bundy, Diego Rodriguez and Tom Fairbanks were battling a corrupt legal system 
including Child Protective Services who were ripping children away from their parents 
without a legal basis to do so. 

F. Donations were Needed in these Battles for our Freedom  -  But you get COOL Liberty 
stuff!  



• Tom Fairbanks, who filed the Criminal Complaint for Defendants Bundy and 
Rodriguez, is a good friend of "Barbie & Ken" Cromar, who are friends with the Brunson 
Brothers - Raland, Deron, Gaynor and Loy, whose case is at the US Supreme Court 
charging Congress with treason for certifying the 2020 election without reviewing 100+ 
allegations of fraud and election violation. 

• All try to help each other financially by sharing donations that pay for the printing, 
postage, travel, mailings and service of legal documents to the criminals and courts. 
Your donation can help to make miracles happen! See what cool stuff a Miracles 
donation can get you. Shopping page: https://393817.e-junkie.com/  
http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/got-miracles/  

G. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 
Out of the Vatican and Housed in China’s Three Gorges Dam: 

• What is the relationship between Moloch and Child Trafficking? —Are children 
being sacrificed to Moloch?—Is the media mispresenting the extent Child Trafficking? 
—How is President Trump cutting off the cabals heads?—Are children kidnapped and 
murdered for organ harvesting? —How is Planned Parenthood involved in the 
manufacturing of Ambrosia (Adrenochrome)? —How is Big Pharma and Ukraine 
involved in the manufacturing of Ambrosia? ——1,125 videos on Odysee 
https://odysee.com/@WeThePeople_News:4 https://linktr.ee/pioypioypioy 
https://wtpnews.net 

• Children are having virtual sex on the game “Roblox.” Get your kids off “online” 
gaming. 

• Second Arrest Made in Utah Ritual Abuse Investigation (rumormillnews.com) 

H. The Canadian West Coast Common Law Court of Justice is offering rewards and 
immunity from prosecution for information leading to how these Patriots died: Harriett Nahanee, 
William Combes, Johnny "Bingo" Dawson, Ricky Lavallee, Harry Wilson and Edna Brass.  

• Since the 1800s a Canadian Government/Vatican secret pledge had been in place to 
eliminate Canadian Indian Tribes in order to take over their land. 

• The above deceased Patriots had questioned the deaths of over 60,000 children in 80 
government and mainly Catholic owned Residential Schools across Canada. 

• All Canadian Native children were ripped from arms of their loving parents and forced 
to attend the residential schools. There they did not receive the normal schooling of 
reading and writing, but were beaten, tortured, infected with contagious diseases and 
killed.  

• If you have any information on the above deceased Patriots, please contact the West 
Coast Common Law Court of Justice: 
itccsoffice@protonmail.com or angelfire101@protonmail.com  



• Catholics, Government, Elites Kidnapped, Tortured, Killed Native Women, Children – 
well over 60,000 | Canada | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)  

I. Jan. 6 Corruption: 

• Tucker Carlsen interviewed Steven Sund, Capitol Police Chief on Jan 6. He reveals 
shocking testimony regarding the day, and the incredible level of corruption surrounding 
our military, several govt agencies and the Jan 6 committee. They also discuss Ray Epps 
involvement. This is shocking. I highly recommend you take the hour to watch. 
https://youtu.be/gtNjRWt4AhU 

J. Election Fraud: 

• According to a new court filing from Harris County, Texas, more than 32,000 illegal 
ballots were counted in the 2022 election. This is absolutely HUGE because the judge in 
the case is likely to side with the Republican candidates and set a great precedent for 
fighting election fraud. 

• FBI Whistleblower leaks document to Project Veritas showing the FBI now considers 
“disinformation” and “misinformation” to be “election crimes” in latest alarming 
development. We have shocking evidence that FBI has been involved in the rigged 
elections in 2020. 

• MI AG Dana Nessel confirms 8,000 to 10,000 Suspected Fraudulent Registrations 
Delivered to Muskegon Clerk October 2020, as Noted in MI State Police Report She 
Buried from Public.  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/08/breaking-mi-ag-dana-
nessel-confirms-8000-
10000/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=breaking-mi-ag-dana-
nessel-confirms-8000-10000 

K. Covid/ Ebola/ Swine Flu/ Polio/ Small Pox/ BSE/ Zika/ Sars/ Monkey Pox/ AIDs/ Vax/ 
H1N1/ Graphene Oxide/ Chemtrail/ Fluoride, Processed Foods, Human Clones Hoax: 

• Avoiding Needles Isn’t Enough: They Can Now Vaccinate You Through the Air or 
In Your Food. “This isn’t theory,” stressed attorney Tom Renz. “This is I can show you 
they’re doing studies on this. They can vaccinate you through the air, through your skin, 
through an injection, or through your food. I have studies on all of these that show each 
one of these as being viable. So they can aerosolize vaccines and put it in you and if you 
think you can’t be vaccinated through the skin, they found that there’s a path through the 
hair follicles.” DVM 360, a veterinary news publication, noted, “A spray vaccine could 
quickly inoculate a flock of chickens.” 

• Fri. 11 Aug. Friday LIVE: Study Raises Alarm Over Leprosy Cases Reported After 
Covid Vaccination as US Suicides Hit All-time High – TUNE IN	

• July 28 2023: Military Sting Catches 100 Criminal Covid Doctors | Real Raw News 



L. DOJ, FBI and CIA Corruption: 

• Devin Nunes: “The Obama regime figured out how to corrupt [DOJ and FBI].. not on 
the whole, they’re doing it where the power is, and that’s in the national security division 
of the DOJ and FBI…they have a small cabal right in Washington DC, they get to run it 
all out of there, and they get to keep everybody out of it….. they’ve taken the tools of the 
State and turned it on their political enemies. Very tricky, very evil, very corrupt.” 

• God We Trust on Telegram TREASON UNVEILED: The CIA's Downfall, Military 
Coups, and a Storm of Corruption! Prepare yourself for the shocking revelations that will 
shake the very foundations of power. We're on the brink of dismantling the notorious 
CIA, along with the FBI and the Deep State Military Intelligence Apparatus that 
shield the elite's heinous pedophilia rings and their corrupt banking systems. Enter the 
heart of the storm, where Trump's relentless pursuit of justice is just getting started. Brace 
yourself for an explosive expose that will leave you questioning everything you thought 
you knew. And let's not forget the enigmatic figure at the center of it all—Epstein. His 
connections and knowledge of the dark underbelly of the elites will send shockwaves 
through the corridors of power. But that's not all—remember the late McAfee? He 
possessed crucial information that could blow the lid off this entire web of corruption. 
Hold on tight, because a whirlwind of events is about to unfold, and it's set to rock the 
world like never before. Stay on high alert as the truth emerges from the shadows. 

• WikiLeaks has released a huge set of files that it calls "Year Zero" and which mark 
the biggest exposure of CIA spying secrets ever. The massive set of documents – over 
8,000 pages in all – include a host of hacking secrets that could embarrass intelligence 
agencies and the US government, as well as undermining spying efforts across the world. 

• The Department of Justice attempted to jail a Biden witness one day before their 
testimony before a Congressional Committee. 

• The FBI Special Agent who was in charge of the Fake Russian Collusion Witch Hunt 
just plead GUILTY TO CONSPIRACY. What a disgrace! They knew I was innocent all 
along, and yet we went through hell and back to get the NO COLLUSION finding from 
Mueller. Do I get an apology from the FBI & DOJ? What we have exposed about our 
Country is incredible!!! …President Trump 

• The Dark Truth About the CIA! Many people think that the CIA is a patriotic 
organization that protects Americans from danger, and informs the President about what's 
happening in the world so he can make good decisions. But that couldn't be further from 
the truth. The truth is that the CIA is a vicious paramilitary mafia, that rigs elections, 
overthrows governments, kills people, and manipulates presidents into doing their 
bidding. They are the world's foremost experts in lying, cheating, and stealing from other 
countries. They sow chaos, degeneracy, corruption, and violence everywhere they go. 
They: Run a Child Sex Trafficking Ring where theyt, rape and kill children in their CIA 
Mind Control Program; Uses Terrorists & Criminals as Assassins; Blackmails & Bribes 
Politicians Worldwide; Funded By Slavery & Drug-Dealing; Uses Authority of the 



British Crown. The CIA was created by British Intelligence during WW2, when MI6 
came over and taught Americans the ruthless tactics they had been developing for 
centuries. 

M.On Wed. 9 Aug. 2023 an FBI SWAT Team, supposedly serving a warrant for the arrest of 
75 year old barely-mobile Craig Robertson, rushed into his Utah home at 6:30 am and within 
minutes, shot him dead. Robertson’s crime? He was a Constitutionalist, skilled Carpenter and 
Gun Rights Enthusiast who used his Freedom of Speech to speak out against Joe Biden on 
Facebook. 

• Craig Robertson's family statement in full: “We, the family of Craig Deeluew 
Robertson, are shocked and devastated by the senseless and tragic killing of our beloved 
father and brother, and we fervently mourn the loss of a good and decent man. 

• “The Craig Robertson we knew was a kind and generous person who was always 
willing to assist another in need, even when advanced age, limited mobility, and other 
physical challenges made it more difficult and painful for him to do so. 

• “He often used his expert woodworking skills to craft beautiful and creative items for 
others, including toys such as sleighs, rocking horses, and bubble gum dispensers for the 
children of friends and neighbors at Christmas time. He was active in his local church 
congregation and loved the Lord Jesus Christ with all his heart. 

• “He was a devoted dog lover all his life, and he lavished his animals with love and 
affection. He was a lover of history and an avid reader of every kind of book. In his 
younger years, he was a sportsman and hunter. 

• “He was a firearm enthusiast, collector and gunsmith, who staunchly supported the 
constitutionally protected right to keep and bear arms for the purposes of providing food 
and protection for his family and home. 

• “As a safety inspector in the steel industry, he worked diligently and conscientiously to 
safeguard the lives and well-being of untold thousands who would use, and benefit from, 
the numerous industrial and public works projects he was responsible for during the 
course of a decades-long career. 

• “Craig loved this country with all his heart. He saw it as a God-inspired and God-
blessed land of liberty. He was understandably frustrated and distraught by the present 
and on-going erosions to our constitutionally protected freedoms and the rights of free 
citizens wrought by what he, and many others in this nation, observed to be a corrupt and 
overreaching government. 

• “As an elderly–and largely homebound–man, there was very little he could do but 
exercise his First Amendment right to free speech and voice his protest in what has 
become the public square of our age–the internet and social media. Though his statements 
were intemperate at times, he has never, and would never, commit any act of violence 
against another human being over a political or philosophical disagreement. 



• “As our family processes the grief and pain of our loss, we would have it be known 
that we hold no personal animosity towards those individuals who took part in the ill-
fated events of the morning of August 9, 2023, which resulted in Craig’s death. 

• “We ask that the media and public respect our family members' privacy and give us 
the time and space needed to come to terms with the sad tragedy of these events.” 

N. The Real News for Fri. 11 Aug. 2023 

• Desperate Hawaiians beg billionaire residents Oprah, Bezos and Larry Ellison for 
help after devastating wildfire that torched entire town of Lahaina and left 36 dead: 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12393699/Oprah-silent-amid-Maui-fires-
desperate-Hawaii-residents-beg-celebrity-billionaires-homes-island-help.html 

• Direct Energy Weapon Used to Lite Hawaii Wildfires? 
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227428 

• When you know, you know. It’s going to be Biblical. The greatest inventor Kikola Tesla 
is still alive (Med Bed). …JFK Jr. 

• Ukraine: The strike on the Crimean bridge was most likely carried out by NATO surface 
drones, and at the time of the attack there was a US reconnaissance apparatus over the 
Black Sea, Denis Pushilin's adviser Yan Gagin told RIA Novosti. 

• Malik Obama's Fiery Tweets Ignite Controversy, Call Out Brother Barack Obama - 
Conservative Cardinal 

• "Cloud Seeding Science" is just another term for Geo-engineering, and weather 
modification. First they "Seed' the clouds with heavy metal particles, and then they use 
HAARP to induct the rain via the electro-magnetic frequencies.They have basically 
confirmed everything that we have already knew years ago, that weather modification is 
real, however It's just conspiracy theory when we call them out on it. 

• Military Tribunal Convicts Former IRS Director Charles Rettig of Treason, 
Defrauding the US: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227436 

• HAARP is a facility for EMR (electromagnetic) waves. These waves can penetrate 
everything on Earth. With EMR - electromagnetic pulses you can start fires and destroy 
everything on earth. Including causing earthquakes! Including a Tsunamis! Including 
Tornadoes! 

• Hillary Clinton: As a 27 year old staff attorney for the House Judiciary Committee 
during the Watergate investigation, Hillary Rodham was fired by her supervisor, lifelong 
Democrat Jerry Zeifman. "Because she was a liar. She was an unethical, dishonest 
lawyer, she conspired to violate the Constitution, the rules of the House, the rules of the 
Committee, and the rules of confidentiality." 

• Fri. 11 Aug. 188 Deep Underground Military Bases: List Of Over 188 Deep 
Underground Military Bases Situated Under Most Major Cities, US AFBs, US Navy 
Bases and US Army Bases, Underneath FEMA Military Training Camps and DHS 
Control Centers - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 



• Fri. 11 Aug. The Underground War FEMA Camps: The Underground War: Fema 
Camps, Underground Military Bases, Bunkers and Tunnels Under the US For The ‘Elite’ 
and The New World Order - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

• Fri. 11 Aug. Urgent Intel: Intel, Urgent News! A Covert Concoction Unveiled: Crimean 
Bridge Explosion, Deep State Plot, CIA, MI6, NATO, Odessa Trap, Global Grain Crisis, 
White Hats Alliance, BRICS, Putin and Allies’ Masterstroke - American Media Group 
Intel, Urgent News! A Covert Concoction Unveiled: Crimean Bridge Explosion, Deep 
State Plot, CIA, MI6, NATO, Odessa Trap, Global Grain Crisis, White Hats Alliance, 
BRICS, Putin and Allies' Masterstroke (amg-news.com) 

• Washington Examiner's Tiana Lowe Doescher: “Let's just think about the 
compounding effects of this recent inflation crisis. Prices are up 16% since Joe Biden 
took office. For food they are up 19%, for used car prices up 30%, electricity prices up 
23%.” 

O. Benjamin Fulford on Telegram: Scare Event Necessary 

• The United States military gets ready to deploy seven naval fleets between 180 to 350 
Warships, Battleships, Aircraft Carriers, Cruiser Ships and Nuclear Subs across the world 
in 22 times zones. More Marines are being deployed in these operations to several 
countries  

• At the same time over 24 countries in Africa signs deal with Russia and the Russian 
military in an alliance compact to immediately work together and cut ties with UN and 
major northern NATO supporting countries are Germany, France, Norway. 

• Several more neutral African countries are planning to sign an alliance with Russia 
and over 20 African countries began flying the Russian Flag. The once CIA (NATO) UN 
African controlled military nations and U.S. pack is now being dismissed.. At the same 
time Russia deploys the Wagner group to Niger Africa in the face of the now open 
Military coup that over threw the CIA puppet government regimen with a U.S. and 
French military base watching nearby in panic... as Russia aid and influence grows in 
Africa and Putin publicly states the end of the New World Order has begun. 

• This all comes at the heels of U.S. Department of Defenses Task Forces Jan Hayes 
admitting on national TV that President Trump signed Executive Orders that creates laws 
against election interference ( The  EOs are connected to military protocols) and she 
stated directly that Joe Biden is the leader of the bankrupt U.S. corporation run by the 
British monarch that dates back to 1871 and Trump ended the U.S. corporation in 2018 
(installed EOs that connect to military protocols, election interference, exposure of 
military coups). 

• Now you are seeing the TRUE PLANS of military operations unfolding in real time...... 
As the 2020 U.S. elections were military operations to EXPOSE The deep state. 



• This plan connects to the CIA Deep State collapse and the collapse of governments 
around the World who are under Deep State CIA Rockefeller/ Rothchild/ M16/ Mossad 
control. 

• As the bankrupt Deep State U.S. Corporation takes it's final breath, the Deep State is 
trying to create world havoc, World War and release another Plandemic. 

• GAME THEORY OPERATIONS military plans are in place and have been happening 
the past three years as Ukraine is being exposed, NATO collapsing, world banks 
collapsing. Now final stages of PLANNED GAME THEORY WAR is taking place. 

• World Arrest Wars begin as over 30 major countries will go into MILITARY COUPS to 
overthrow their governments. White Hats military have plans in place to restore order 
within 30 days of world COLLAPSE and blackouts. 

 P. White Hat Intel Fri. 11 Aug. 2023: 

• PUTIN destroyed all the 5G towers through Russia, his INTEL agencies knew that 5G 
was used for several reasons from Sonar graphing mapping cities, homes, houses 
buildings, including military bases. 5G was long ago known to be a spying mechanism, 
but also used as a military weapon, a smaller version of high grade directed energy 
weapons. 

• There are Whistleblowers from the top fields in 5G studies and development who 
were waiting on Congress to come forward on 5G towers that create sickness and mimics 
the effects of COVID.  

• The 5G towers were rolled out across the world intentionally before the ALIEN 
INVASION AGENDA. 

• Sources report the power of 5G can also mimic 3D holograms mixed in with military 
sprayed aerosols that contain magnetized aluminum nano technology. The same thing 
Bill Gates wants to block out the sun with. 

• Over a year ago I told you Project Blue Beam would be unleashed during the Ukraine 
War. The Deep State Rockefellers initially wanted to unleash the fake Alien invasion in 
Ukraine, but too many things happened and RUSSIA was highly monitoring the country 
with SATS and advanced tech. Too many things changed in the Ukraine WAR as the 
CIA OPERATIONS failed to attack and CAPTURE RUSSIA - also reported by colonial 
Douglas McGregor. 

• So now the ALIEN INVASION attempt is happening and a large scale Beta test is 
happening in PERU as the [DS] MSM push the Project Blue operations. The news is 
saturated with the alien invasion in Peru. 

• White Hat Intelligence Agencies in South American are monitoring the fake Alien 
Invasion and will pull counter moves. 

Q. Charlie Ward Explosive Revelation: The 2023 Crimean Bridge Blast Exposes Sinister 
Deep State Plot! A Covert Concoction Unveiled: DS Operations and White Hats Alliance 
Countermeasures  



 
• The recent attack on the Crimean Bridge has peeled back the curtain on a sinister plot 

orchestrated by the CIA, MI6, NATO, and other global players. The explosion, 
confirmed to be carried out by a British Mini Drone sub with explosives, unveils the 
depths of their malevolent machinations. 

• Odessa's Trap: A Calculated Move to Engulf Russia in War: Behind the scenes, the 
deep state cunningly plots to provoke Russia into attacking Odessa. With hidden bombs 
already planted at shipping ports and grain facilities, they aim to blame Russia for the 
catastrophic explosions, triggering a worldwide food crisis. The goal? To cripple the 
global grain supply chain and create havoc in South America, Africa, and Turkey, 
affecting trillions of dollars in food industries and trading markets. 

• BRICS Nations' Shield: Putin and Allies' Masterstroke: Fear not, for the Alliance led 
by Putin, Xi, Modi, Trump, and Bin Salman foresaw this malevolence and took strategic 
countermeasures months ago. Strategic grain deals and stockpiling by China and India 
have fortified BRICS nations against the looming disaster. But the key to victory lies in 
controlling the Black Sea, with Turkey secretly planning to align with Russia and China, 
shaking off the shackles of the CIA and NATO. 

 
R. David Wilcock:  
 

• The United States military gets ready to deploy seven naval fleets between 180 to 350 
Warships, battleships, aircraft carriers, cruiser ships and Nuclear subs across the world in 
22 times zones. Marines are being deployed in these operations to several countries.  

• At the same time over 24 countries in Africa signs deal with Russia and the Russian 
military in an alliance compact to immediately work together and cut ties with UN and 
major northern NATO Supporting countries are Germany, France Norway. 

• Several more neutral African countries are planning to sign an alliance with Russia 
and over 20 African countries began flying the Russian Flag. The once cia ( ,> NATO)  
UN African controlled Military nations and U.S. pack is now being dismissed.. At the 
same time Russia deploys the Wagner group to Niger Africa in the face of the now open 
Military coup that over threw the CIA puppet government regimen with a U.S. and 
French military base watching nearby  in panic... as Russia aid and influence grows in 
Africa and Putin publicly states the end of the New World Order has begun. 

• This all comes at the heal of U.S. Department of Defenses Task Forces Jan Hayes 
admitting on national TV that President Trump signed Executive Orders that creates laws 
against election interference. She also stated directly that Joe Biden is the leader of the 
bankrupt U.S. corporation run by the British monarch that dates back to 1871 and Trump 
ended the U.S. corporation in 2018. 

 
S. The Storm Unleashed: COUPS, COUNTER COUPS, and Food Crisis Opportunists 
 

• The tempest of change swirls across nations as coups and counter coups escalate. 
White Hats leverage the food crisis, already prepared with countermeasures to shield 
against government corruption. Deep within this tumultuous maelstrom, other White Hats 
strategize covert operations to anticipate and neutralize these impending events. 



• Unraveling the Dark Web: Human Trafficking and Pedophilia Exposed. Intricately 
woven within this sinister web lies the chilling truth behind MI6's aggression towards 
Russia and the deep state's role in igniting color revolutions in Ukraine and Belarus. At 
its core lies the shocking revelation of child sex trafficking networks, used as tools for 
blackmail to manipulate nations, including those under the control of the Crown of 
Britain Majesty. 

• The Battle for Humanity's Future Begins: As the brewing storm gathers intensity, 
Putin, Xi, Modi, Trump, and Bin Salman stand united, ready to safeguard humanity's 
future. Countermeasures are poised to defend against the deep state's malevolence, for the 
plan to save the world relies on the courage of the Alliance and the revelation of truth. 

• The United States military gets ready to deploy seven naval fleets between 180 to 350 
Warships, battleships, aircraft carriers, cruiser ships and Nuclear subs across the world in 
22 times zones. 

 
T. Must Watch Videos: 
 

• Fri. 11 Aug. Situation Update: Judy Byington: Pay Close Attention to What Happens 
Next, it Changes Everything! Special Intel Report for Friday 11 Aug 2023 (Video) | 
Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Thurs. 10 Aug. Situation Update: Situation Update: "The End of the New World Order 
Has Begun" - Putin! Trump Indictment Sting Op! CIA Takedown Worldwide! Biden's 
$20 Million Corruption! | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Wed. 9 Aug. White Hat Intel: US White Hat Military News! Top Black Hats Executed! 
Secrets Of 3 Gorges Dam! QFS Hack Fail! DUMBS, CCP & Fed Gone & More! MUST 
Video! | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Fri. 11 Aug. Ben Fulford: New Benjamin Fulford: Friday Mass Geopolitical Intel 
Update Q&A Video August 2023 | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Fri. 11 Aug. Situation Update: Aug 11, 2023 - Bioweapons Whistleblower Karen 
Kingston Says She's Being Hunted By The CIA For Assassination! - Mike Adams Must 
Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Thurs. 10 Aug. All 3 Government Branches Are Captured, Including SCOTUS! 80,000 
Plus COVID Murder Cases Pending! Gretchen K, Doc4Truth, Doc Betsy, Nurse Kristi on 
The Michelle Moore Show! (Video) | Resources | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Wed. 9 Aug. White Hat Military News: US White Hat Military News! Top Black Hats 
Executed! Secrets Of 3 Gorges Dam! QFS Hack Fail! DUMBS, CCP & Fed Gone & 
More! MUST Video! | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 
U. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 



There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 
the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 
certificates, or identification. 

V. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 
multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 
YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 
Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 
to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 
Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 
being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 
world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

W. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 
the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 
traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 
Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

X. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 



truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 
rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 
Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 
with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 
you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 11, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED TO 
KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UDATE AS OF FRIDAY 11 AUGUST 2023 
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227398 
 
Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 10, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED TO 
KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF THURSDAY 10 AUGUST 
2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227327 
 
Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 9, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED TO 
KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF WEDNESDAY 9 AUGUST 
2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227308 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 8, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official   (NEED TO 
KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF TUESDAY 8 AUGUST 
2023 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 7, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  Restored 
Republic via a GCR: Update as of Mon.7 Aug. 2023: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-
bin/forum.cgi?read=227168 
 



Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of August 6, 2023 | Operation Disclosure 
Official Special Report: Restored Republic via a GCR Sunday Morning 6 Aug. 2023 
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227118 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 5, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official Restored 
Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sat. 5 Aug. 2023: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-
bin/forum.cgi?read=227060 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 4, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official Restored 
Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 4 Aug. 2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-
bin/forum.cgi?read=227007 


